WELCOME TO THE I3P MONTHLY

The Institute for Information Infrastructure Protection (I3P) is a consortium of 26 leading universities, national laboratories, and nonprofit institutions dedicated to strengthening the cyber infrastructure of the United States.

The I3P Monthly highlights the impact of I3P experts on research, policy, and practice. For more information on the I3P, see our website - thei3p.org.

CONSORTIUM NEWS

The I3P Breakfast Forum: Cybersecurity Priorities for the Next Administration
October 14, 2016 | SRI International, Arlington, VA

The breakfast forum will feature I3P affiliated experts discussing cybersecurity priorities for the next administration in the context of the Cybersecurity National Action Plan (CNAP). Featured speakers include: Mark Maybury, MITRE Corporation; Greg Shannon, Office of Science & Technology Policy, White House; Sujeet Shenoi, University of Tulsa; and Richard Robinson, Telos Corporation. The discussion will be moderated by David Balenson, SRI International and Diana Burley, George Washington University will provide opening remarks.

Seating is limited and by invitation. Contact us for registration information.

I3P Provides Input to the Presidential Commission on Enhancing National Security: The I3P submitted a response to the commission's RFI regarding Information on Current and Future States of Cybersecurity in the Digital Economy. Read the official I3P response here.

ACM Cybersecurity Curricular Guidelines

Cybersecurity experts are cordially invited to participate in the

ACM CSEC2017 survey
(Open through October 7th)

Survey results will inform the development of the first set of global curricular guidelines in cybersecurity produced by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Joint Task Force on Cybersecurity Education.

The initial public draft of the curricular guidelines will be published for review and comment in late 2016. Follow our progress at www.csec2017.org
I3P Webinar: Trends in Cyber Law

presented by Rhea D. Siers (George Washington University) provided insight on the current and emerging legal framework facing enterprises as they maneuver through the cybersecurity landscape. LISTEN HERE and register (below) for the next I3P webinar on Security in E-voting.

I3P MEMBER HIGHLIGHTS

Diana Burley (Executive Director/George Washington University) delivered the Future Stream keynote address at the CYBERSEC EU Summit in Krakow, Poland. She also participated in a cybersecurity workforce panel discussion with global experts.

Watch the interview as Diana speaks about the key improvements that are still needed in cybersecurity education.

Diana also participated in a panel discussion on Cyber Warfare at the Blouin Creative Leadership Summit in New York City, and is a featured expert in the Northern Virginia Technology Council The Voice of Technology article The Tip of the Spear.

In August, Michael Mylrea (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and The George...
Washington University's Executive Cyber Corps Doctoral Student performed a live ethical hacking demonstration at the Energy Exchange Conference in his presentation on Securing Building Operational Technology and ICS from Emerging Cyber Threats.


In collaboration with the DOE, Michael led a PNNL team that released a web-based Buildings Cybersecurity Maturity Model (B-C2M2) application to help assess and improve the cybersecurity of buildings and facilities. The application can be found at https://bc2m2.pnnl.gov

UPCOMING EVENTS

The I3P Webinar Series -- "The Security of E-Voting Systems"
Friday, October 21, 2016 12PM ET | On Line (Register Today!)

Dr. Matt Bishop (The University of California at Davis) is presenting "The Security of E-Voting Systems" – Dr. Bishop, a noted professor of computer science, will discuss the security of electronic voting systems. In light of the recent news of potential compromises to state voting systems, Dr. Bishop’s webinar will provide valuable insights for the upcoming presidential election.

These complimentary 30 minute webinars, held at noon ET on the 3rd Friday of each month, allow our colleagues a relaxed forum through which to share insight into their work and expertise.

Upcoming speakers:

- November 18: David Balenson (SRI International)
- December 16: Tiina Rodrigue (George Washington University)

The I3P Breakfast Forum: Cybersecurity Priorities for the Next Administration
October 14, 2016 | SRI International, Arlington, VA

More information on the I3P is available here. Contact us at thei3p@gwu.edu to discuss opportunities to engage with I3P subject matter experts.